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Box (Book One)Top Shelf Productions
"In April 1956, a refitted oil tanker carried fifty-eight
shipping containers from Newark to Houston. From that
modest beginning, container shipping developed into a
huge industry that reshaped manufacturing. But the
container didn't just happen. Its adoption required huge
sums of money, years of high-stakes bargaining, and
delicate negotiation on standards. Now with a new
chapter, The Box tells the dramatic story of how the drive
and imagination of an iconoclastic entrepreneur turned
containerization from an impractical idea into a
phenomenon that transformed economic geography,
slashed transportation costs, and made the boom in
global trade possible."--Page 4 de la couverture.
This laugh-out-loud poetry collaboration from a New York
Times and Publishers Weekly bestselling author and a
Caldecott Honor illustrator is anything but ordinary. Dive
in to Karma Wilson’s latest collection of more than 100
poems—some humorous, some poignant, and all of them
Outside the Box. Illustrated by Caldecott Honoree Diane
Goode, Outside the Box has something for everyone.
Appealing to kids and parents alike, poems such as
“Sick Day,” “My Pet Robot,” “Balloonaphobia,” and
“Aliens Under My Bed” are sure to delight and entertain.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of
three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories
packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing
medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box
set includes: SAVED BY THEIR ONE-NIGHT BABY
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SOS Docs by Louisa George Life’s taught doctor Ethan
to keep everyone at arm’s length, but nurse Claire’s
baby bombshell is about to change everything!
REDEEMING HER BROODING SURGEON SOS Docs
by Sue MacKay Can one passionate kiss with stunning
ex-army doc Kristina Morton save Chase Barrington from
the past he’s still haunted by? A NURSE TO TAME THE
ER DOC by Janice Lynn Her deep, unexpected bond
with sexy playboy Dr. Jack Morgan is tempting Taylor
Hall to fight for a second chance at forever.
Acquiring contemporary art is about passion and lust, but
it is also about branding, about the back story that comes
with the art, about the relationship of money and status,
and, sometimes, about celebrity. The Supermodel and
the Brillo Box follows Don Thompson's 2008 bestseller
The $12 Million Stuffed Shark and offers a further
journey of discovery into what the Crash of 2008 did to
the art market and the changing methods that the major
auction houses and dealerships have implemented since
then. It describes what happened to that market after the
economic implosion following the collapse of Lehman
Brothers and offers insights and art-world tales from
dealers, auction houses, and former executives of each,
from New York and London to Abu Dhabi and Beijing. It
begins with the story of a wax, trophy-style, nude upperbody sculpture of supermodel Stephanie Seymour by
Italian artist Maurizio Cattelan, which sold for $2.4 million
to New York über-collector and private dealer Jose
Mugrabi, and recounts the story of a wooden Brillo box
that sold for $722,500. The Supermodel and the Brillo
Box looks at the increasing dominance of Christie's,
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Sotheby's, and a few über dealers; the hundreds of
millions of new museums coming up in cities like Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, and Beijing; the growing importance of the
digital art world; and the shrinking role of the mainstream
gallery.
You have plenty of ideas you want to put into a book, but
you're stalled. Maybe you start, but can't find the time to
continue. Or you're frustrated with the writing process.
And when you seek advice, people tell you, "It's all about
discipline," or they talk about what writing software to
use. But that doesn't help you actually write your book.
So you never finish your book, the world never gets the
benefit of your wisdom, and you never get the benefits of
being an author. Isn't there an easier way? Now there is.
In "The Book In A Box Method," Tucker Max and Zach
Obront show you the exact steps you can follow to go
from idea to finished manuscript, in an easy, quick way -even if you're not a writer. Using the same methods,
processes, and templates that they use for their authors
at their company, Tucker and Zach show you exactly
how to: Crystallize your book idea Create your book
outline Create all the content for your book Edit that
content into a great manuscript With "The Book In A Box
Method," you'll be able to write a better book - in less
time - than you ever thought possible.
Love Inspired Suspense brings you three new titles at a
great value, available now! Enjoy these suspenseful
romances of danger and faith. UNDERCOVER
MEMORIES by Lenora Worth After waking up in the
hospital, private investigator Emma Langston knows she
was sent on an urgent case—but she can’t remember her
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mission. Now someone wants her dead, and her only
chance of surviving long enough to recover her
memories is by relying on Detective Ryder Palladin for
protection. IN TOO DEEP by Sharon Dunn After one of
the at-risk teens she mentors calls her for help, Sierra
Monforton witnesses a drug deal and becomes a target.
And while undercover DEA agent Joseph Anderson’s
assignment is to take down a drug ring, he’ll risk
everything—including blowing his cover—to ensure Sierra
doesn’t get hurt. FRAMED FOR CHRISTMAS by
Jaycee Bullard Someone’s framing DNA technician Dani
Jones for drug smuggling—and they plan to kill her to
cover the truth. Can former DEA agent Gideon Marshall
and his retired drug-sniffing dog make sure she survives
long enough to find out why…and clear her name?
Reproduction of the original: The Missing Tin Box by
Arthur M. Winfield
Harlequin® Superromance brings you four new novels
for one great price, available now! Experience powerful
relationships that deliver a strong emotional punch and a
guaranteed happily ever after. This Superromance box
set includes: WINTER'S KISS In Shady Grove Beth
Andrews Grad student Daphne Lynch definitely believes
in love at first sight after meeting Oakes Bartasavich.
Sadly, he's more practical. But she knows the handsome
and honorable lawyer is attracted to her—she can see it
in his eyes. So she'll just have to use all her charm and
resources to get through the wall he's erected around his
kind and gentle heart. FIRST LOVE AGAIN by Kristina
Knight When Emmett Deal left Gulliver Island on prom
night, he vowed never to return. But after his father's
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Alzheimer's diagnosis, Emmett is forced to confront his
past and Jaime Brown, the high school sweetheart he
left behind. Can an unexpected homecoming heal old
wounds so they can love in the present? A FAMILY
AFTER ALL A Castle Creek Romance Kathy Altman All
dairy farmer Ivy Millbrook wants is a roll in the hay with
Seth Walker. He seems interested, but the single dad
won't go near her bed—or her hayloft—without a
commitment. Ivy's too independent for a relationship,
and she's definitely not a kid person. At least, that's what
she's telling herself… COWBOY WHO CAME FOR
CHRISTMAS by Lenora Worth When Adan Harrison is
trapped in a winter storm, the last thing he expects is to
be held at gunpoint by beautiful Sophia Mitchell. The
tenacious Texas Ranger is determined to discover
Sophia's secrets, but can a love borne of danger and
mystery survive past Christmas—for forever? Enjoy more
story and more romance from Harlequin® Superromance
with 4 new novels every month!
A box is just a box . . . unless it's not a box. From
mountain to rocket ship, a small rabbit shows that a box
will go as far as the imagination allows. Inspired by a
memory of sitting in a box on her driveway with her
sister, Antoinette Portis captures the thrill when pretend
feels so real that it actually becomes real—when the
imagination takes over and inside a cardboard box, a
child is transported to a world where anything is possible.
Offers craft projects children can create with cardboard
boxes, including making a playhouse, giant dice, and a
princess castle.
For fans of Elinor Oliphant Is Completely Fine and
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Severance: an offbeat, wryly funny debut novel that
follows an eccentric product engineer who works for a
hip furniture company where sweeping corporate change
lands her under the purview of a startlingly charismatic
boss who seems determined to get close to her at all
costs . . .
Romance—the Western way! Harlequin Western
Romance brings you a collection of four new
heartwarming contemporary romances of everyday
women finding love. Available now! This box set
includes: HER COLORADO SHERIFF Newly hired as
interim sheriff of Hidden Springs, Colorado, Cullen
Brannigan plans to move into a house on the family
ranch…except he finds it’s already occupied by Shelby
Townsend and her five-year-old nephew! A VALENTINE
FOR THE COWBOY Sapphire Mountain Cowboys • by
Marie Ferrarella Rancher Eli Clayton is raising his little
fourteen-month-old daughter, Libby. When he sees her
happily ensconced in the arms of a beautiful stranger, he
begins to wonder if his daughter needs a mommy…and if
he needs a wife! THE BULL RIDER'S COWGIRL Men of
Raintree Ranch • by April Arrington When easy-living
bull rider Colt Mead becomes his young sister’s
guardian, he needs Jen Taylor’s help. But it will take
more than friendship to convince the determined barrel
racer to give up her race for glory. RODEO FATHER by
Mary Sullivan Cowboy Travis Read has always been a
loner. But when he meets Rachel McGuire, the pregnant
widow and her daughter make him believe being part of
a family might be possible after all!
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of
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three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories
packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing
medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box
set includes: THE NURSE'S CHRISTMAS GIFT
Christmas Miracles in Maternity by Tina Beckett Can a
miracle in Maternity reunite pediatrician Max Ainsley and
his estranged wife, Annabelle Brookes, in time for
Christmas? THEIR FIRST FAMILY CHRISTMAS
Christmas Eve Magic by Alison Roberts With Jack
Reynolds's Christmas Eve return, Dr. Emma Matthews
and little Lily might get the perfect family Christmas… IT
STARTED AT CHRISTMAS… by Janice Lynn McKenzie
Sanders and Lance Spencer indulge in a sizzling
fling…but what happens when risking their hearts leads to
wedding bells?
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new
titles! This Presents box set includes: THE GREEK’S
BOUGHT BRIDE Conveniently Wed! By Sharon
Kendrick When Tamsyn loses her innocence to Xan, she
doesn’t expect to see him again—until he proposes a
marriage of convenience. Xan is dangerously addictive…
If Tamsyn isn’t careful, she could lose herself to him—for
good… WED FOR HIS SECRET HEIR Secret Heirs of
Billionaires By Chantelle Shaw To shake his playboy
reputation, Giannis enlists beautiful Ava to pose as his
fiancée. But when Giannis learns Ava is keeping the
consequences of their passion a secret, to legitimize his
child, he’ll make Ava his wife! THE ITALIAN’S ONENIGHT CONSEQUENCE By Cathy Williams When Leo
meets Maddie, their irresistible chemistry ignites. Then
Leo learns Maddie is heiress to the company he
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wants—and she’s pregnant! To secure his heir, can Leo
strike a deal to meet Maddie at the altar? A
CINDERELLA FOR THE DESERT KING By Kim
Lawrence When shy Abby pledges herself to a
mysterious stranger, she’s shocked to learn he’s heir to
the throne. Swept into Zain’s world of exquisite
pleasure, can this innocent Cinderella ever become this
powerful sheikh’s queen? Be sure to collect Harlequin®
Presents’ August 2018 Box Set 1 of 2! Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
Now a Netflix film starring Sandra Bullock, Sarah
Paulson, Rosa Salazar and John Malkovich! Written with
the narrative tension of The Road and the exquisite
terror of classic Stephen King, Bird Box is a propulsive,
edge-of-your-seat horror thriller, set in an apocalyptic
near-future world—a masterpiece of suspense from the
brilliantly imaginative Josh Malerman. Something is out
there . . . Something terrifying that must not be seen.
One glimpse and a person is driven to deadly violence.
No one knows what it is or where it came from. Five
years after it began, a handful of scattered survivors
remain, including Malorie and her two young children.
Living in an abandoned house near the river, she has
dreamed of fleeing to a place where they might be safe.
Now, that the boy and girl are four, it is time to go. But
the journey ahead will be terrifying: twenty miles
downriver in a rowboat—blindfolded—with nothing to rely
on but her wits and the children’s trained ears. One
wrong choice and they will die. And something is
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following them. But is it man, animal, or monster?
Engulfed in darkness, surrounded by sounds both
familiar and frightening, Malorie embarks on a harrowing
odyssey—a trip that takes her into an unseen world and
back into the past, to the companions who once saved
her. Under the guidance of the stalwart Tom, a motely
group of strangers banded together against the unseen
terror, creating order from the chaos. But when supplies
ran low, they were forced to venture outside—and
confront the ultimate question: in a world gone mad, who
can really be trusted? Interweaving past and present,
Josh Malerman’s breathtaking debut is a horrific and
gripping snapshot of a world unraveled that will have you
racing to the final page.
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author
DIANE CAPRI Does It Again! NEW Hunt for Jack
Reacher book! "Full of thrills and tension, but smart and
human, too. Kim Otto is a great, great character - I love
her." Lee Child, #1 World Wide Bestselling Author of
Jack Reacher Thrillers FBI Special Agents Kim Otto and
Carlos Gaspar have received a special off-the-books
assignment: build a secret file on Jack Reacher. In this
short story, Otto and Gaspar reveal a bit of themselves
as they make every effort to put Jack in a Box. Reacher
fans know that no one boxes with Jack and lives to tell
about it. Will Otto and Gaspar be the first to succeed
where so many have failed? Lee Child, Jack Reacher,
Reacher, military, action, romance, suspense, thriller,
mystery, Florida, Michigan, adoption, secret baby,
women sleuth, legal thriller, John Grisham, thriller series,
mystery series, romantic suspense series, romantic
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suspense, hepatitis, medical mystery, medical thriller,
psychological thriller, strong female, strong female
protagonist, police procedural, thriller and suspense,
vigilante justice, crime, action packed, private
investigators, lawyer, police officer, FBI agents, Alaska,
hard-boiled, cozy, legal, medical, suspense, suspense
series, spies, tech, techno, technology, crime, financial,
murder, theft, litigator, judge, juror, death, due justice,
secret justice, twisted justice, wasted justice, mistaken
justice, deadly dozen, deadly, gun, killer, sniper, shot,
deadly, parenting, relationships, crime fiction, crime
novel, kidnapping, serial killers, heist, series, women's
fiction, detective, conspiracy, political, terrorism,
contemporary, genre fiction, United States
The entire series is together for a limited time. This box
set includes the complete Love Series - Let Love In, Let
Love Stay, Let Love Heal, Let Love Shine, Let Love Be,
and Let Love Live. From New Adult to M/m
Contemporary Romance, there's something in here for
everyone. Laugh, cry, and fall in love with the couples of
this bestselling series.
In early modern England, boxes furnished minds as
readily as they furnished rooms, shaping ideas about the
challenges of interpretation, and negotiations of the book
itself as text and material object. Engaging with recent
work on material culture and the history of the book,
Lucy Razzall weaves together close readings of texts
and objects, from wills, plays, sermons and religious
polemic, to chests, book-bindings, reliquaries and
coffins. She demonstrates how the material and
imaginative possibilities of the box were dynamically
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connected in post-Reformation England, structuring
modes of thought. These early modern responses to
materiality offer ways in which the discipline of book
history might reframe its analysis of the material text. In
tracing the early modern significance of the box as
matter and metaphor, this book reveals the origins of
some of the enduring habits of thought with which we still
respond to people, texts and things.
This report examines past and existing individual
learning accounts and other individual schemes to
finance training, based on a review of the existing
literature as well as six new case studies commissioned
by the OECD: The Upper Austrian Bildungskonto, the
French Compte Personnel de Formation, the Scottish
Individual Learning Accounts/Individual Training
Accounts, the Singapore SkillsFuture Credit, the Tuscan
Carta ILA, and the Individual Training Accounts in
Michigan and Washington in the United States.
Set includes revised editions of some issues.
Matthew likes to build things. And invent things. So, finding a
box sitting in front of his house one day is a real stroke of
luck. But he has to pinch himself when it suddenly starts
talking. A living toolbox! Even better, Box loves to invent
things too, so the two become fast friends. But where did Box
come from, and how did he get to be so magical? When his
secret comes out and accidentally leaves Matthew's parents
frozen, the two friends will have to race to find the answers
and save the day.
Romance—the Western way! Harlequin® Western Romance
brings you four new heartwarming contemporary romances of
everyday women finding love in one collection! This box set
includes: TO TRUST A RANCHER Made in Montana by
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Debbi Rawlins A vicious lie drove Becca Hartman from
Blackfoot Falls, Montana. Now she’s home and facing a
heartbreaking choice. Can Becca trust rancher Ryder Mitchell
with the secret that could tear her life apart? HER
COWBOY’S TRIPLETS The Boones of Texas by Sasha
Summers India Boone is determined to build a new life for her
and her son, independent of others. But Brody Wallace’s
attentions are hard to resist…and then there are his adorable
toddler triplet daughters! THE BULL RIDER’S BABY
BOMBSHELL Saddle Ridge, Montana by Amanda Renee
Champion bull rider and confirmed bachelor Wes Slade
donated sperm so a friend could have a baby. Now she’s
missing and her sister, Jade, is desperate to find her—while
caring for his triplets! RODEO FAMILY Rodeo, Montana by
Mary Sullivan An investigative journalist has finally uncovered
the story sure to propel her out of her Montana hometown
and back to her career in NYC. Trouble is, she’s falling for
the cowboy she’s supposed to be reporting on! Look for 4
compelling new stories every month from Harlequin®
Western Romance!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles!
This Presents box set includes: THE SECRET KEPT FROM
THE ITALIAN Secret Heirs of Billionaires By Kate Hewitt
Rejected after one mind-blowing night, Maisie kept her
pregnancy a secret. Now, Antonio’s determined to claim his
daughter. But their connection reminds Maisie that she still
has to protect her heart — because billionaires don’t wed
waitresses…do they? CLAIMED FOR THE BILLIONAIRE’S
CONVENIENCE By Melanie Milburne When headlines
mistakenly announce Holly’s engagement to Zack, she’s
stunned. Yet Zack seems determined to turn this scandal,
and their red-hot attraction, to their mutual advantage… THE
TYCOON’S SHOCK HEIR By Bella Frances Restoring his
family’s legacy is all that’s important to Matteo. Yet when
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Ruby confesses she’s pregnant, Matteo demands his child.
But with the heat still burning between them, can Matteo
ignore his desire for Ruby too? ONE NIGHT WITH THE
FORBIDDEN PRINCESS Monteverre Marriages By Amanda
Cinelli Facing an arranged marriage, runaway Princess Olivia
pleads with billionaire bodyguard Roman to allow her just one
week of freedom. But secluded on his private island, their
forbidden attraction is explosively undeniable! Be sure to
collect Harlequin® Presents’ January 2019 Box Set 2 of 2!
Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
Harlequin® Heartwarming celebrates wholesome, heartfelt
relationships that focus on home, family, community and love.
Experience all that and more with four new novels in one
collection! This Harlequin Heartwarming box set includes:
ROCKY MOUNTAIN BABY (A Second Chance Club Novel)
by Patricia Johns Taryn Cook is pregnant with her own
miracle baby…but she hadn't anticipated that the father, Noah
Brooks, would want to be part of her baby's life. Can a man
who never planned on being a dad truly be the father this
baby needs? AN ALASKAN HOMECOMING (A Northern
Lights Novel) by Beth Carpenter To fix a family matter, Zack
Vogel wishes he were married. His old friend Rowan O’Shea
is happy to help him out…and the closer they get, the harder it
is to imagine a future without one another. A FAMILY FOR
THE FIREFIGHTER (A Polk Island Novel) by Jacquelin
Thomas After rescuing a toddler, firefighter Leon Rothchild
faces the flames of his past. Finding himself drawn to the
child’s mother, Misty Brightwater, he has to decide if his
attraction is worth tearing down walls he’s spent years
building. HER RODEO RANCHER (A Montgomerys of Spirit
Lake Novel) by M. K. Stelmack When rodeo celebrity Will
Claverley persuades city girl Krista Montgomery to become
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his fake girlfriend for a few days, old emotions flare up. Is
there any way these two opposites could attract…and develop
lasting love? Look for 4 compelling new stories every month
from Harlequin® Heartwarming!
When a smooth operator attacks one of Sienna's friends, she
is drawn into a scheme of terror run by one Fortune Renard.
Smooth and debonair, Renard seems to be everything
Sienna has been lacking in her life. Except the whole
supervillain thing. She's had plenty of those cross her path.
But everything is not as it seems with Renard, and with every
turn and escalation of his plan, Sienna is left wondering - is
Renard a villain? An ally? Or is he after something else
entirely? Something, like, say...Sienna herself.
Two siblings. Two brilliant talents. But only one Mozart. Born
with a gift for music, Nannerl Mozart has just one wish--to be
remembered forever. But even as she delights audiences with
her masterful playing, she has little hope she'll ever become
the acclaimed composer she longs to be. She is a young
woman in 18th century Europe, and that means composing is
forbidden to her. She will perform only until she reaches a
marriageable age--her tyrannical father has made that much
clear. And as Nannerl's hope grows dimmer with each
passing year, the talents of her beloved younger brother,
Wolfgang, only seem to shine brighter. His brilliance begins to
eclipse her own, until one day a mysterious stranger from a
magical land appears with an irresistible offer. He has the
power to make her wish come true--but his help may cost her
everything.
Adam Grant, the bestselling author of Give and Take, teams
with his wife, Allison, to share the lighthearted tale of a gift in
search of a giver--a classic in the making and the perfect
conversation starter about thoughtfulness. This delightful
book--one of Amazon's 2019 Holiday Gift Picks and Most
Anticipated Books--is designed to start conversations with
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kids about generosity. In the tradition of Goodnight Gorilla,
the words are intentionally spare. The book is meant to be
read interactively, with adults posing questions so kids can
guess what's happening (and why). Praised by both parents
and teachers for sparking imagination and eliciting
discussion, the story can be interpreted differently in every
family, by every child, and reinterpreted many times over.
Give the gift of this clever, earnest book about generosity--a
new and nourishing fable for every child's library (and one
that includes a delightfully innovative cover approach that
requires the reader to unfasten the Velcroed cover for a fun
unboxing effect!). It's a gift that keeps on giving. "Truly
phenomenal . . . Kristen [Bell]'s favorite book we've read to
the kids in a year." --Dax Shepard of the podcast "Armchair
Expert"

Romance—the Western way! Harlequin Western
Romance brings you a collection of four new
heartwarming contemporary romances of everyday
women finding love. Available now! This box set
includes: HER TEXAS RODEO COWBOY Blue Falls,
Texas by Trish Milburn Jason Till is the type of cowboy
Sloane Hartley wants to avoid. His plan to go back to the
rodeo circuit means she’s risking a broken heart. But
she can’t stop kissing him… WINNING THE
RANCHER’S HEART Cowboys in Uniform by Pamela
Britton Jaxton Stone has no time for a relationship with
widowed single mom Naomi Jones. He’s too busy
getting his therapeutic ranch for veterans up and
running. Besides, he’s her boss! TWINS FOR THE
TEXAS RANCHER Cowboys of Stampede Texas by
Marin Thomas Fatherhood isn’t in the cards for Logan
Hardell. And maybe that’s okay. But when Sadie
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McHenry comes to town with her twin sons, Logan might
just have a shot at the impossible. THE COWBOY AND
THE COP Gold Buckle Cowboys by Christine Wenger
When Sheriff Amber Chapman informs pro bull rider
Luke Beaumont that his family’s ancestral ranch is
falling to pieces, he returns home to face his past—and
the sparks between them.
The JOY BOX JOURNAL is a collection of forty bitesized stories, Scripture, and inspiring quotes that show
how joy can be found in any situation. Record your
journey in the journal, jot moments of joy on the included
notepads, and tuck those notes in the joy box for safekeeping so you can reflect over them for years to come.
Harlequin® Special Edition brings you three new titles for
one great price, available now! These are heartwarming,
romantic stories about life, love and family. This Special
Edition box set includes: The Good Girl's Second
Chance The Bravos of Justice Creek by Christine
Rimmer Single dad Quinn Bravo and Chloe Winchester
plan to spend only one night together. But the former bad
boy finds he can't get the beautiful blonde out of his
system that easily. Factor in his little girl, who
desperately wants a mommy, and he's got the recipe for
a perfect instant family! Rock-a-Bye Bride The Colorado
Fosters by Tracy Madison Anna Rockwood hadn't
expected a fling with Logan Daugherty to result in a
pregnancy, let alone a marriage! She wants real love,
while he insists on doing the "honorable thing." But their
hopes and dreams collide when they form the family of a
lifetime. The Tycoon's Proposal The Colorado Fosters by
Shirley Jump Workaholic CEO Mac Barlow wants
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Susannah Hillstrand's company—and she really needs his
business acumen. So she proposes a plan that will cater
to both their interests. But what Susannah doesn't count
on is the warm heart buried deep in Mac's brawny chest,
or the love that will. Look for Harlequin Special Edition's
October 2015 Box set 2 of 2, filled with even more
stories of life, love and family! Look for 6 compelling new
stories every month from Harlequin® Special Edition!
Hit the road reading with Dr. Seuss! Tucked inside this
cute little blue box topped with a plastic handle and
secured by a tuck closure are board book editions of the
classic Dr. Seuss titles Hop on Pop; Oh, the Thinks You
Can Think!; Ten Apples Up On Top!; and The Shape of
Me and Other Stuff. Ideal for the holidays, new mothers,
and happy occasions of all kinds, this is a literacynurturing gift that babies can literally sink their teeth into!
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